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Messages from
Honorary Patrons

Messages from
Independent Opera

What Bill and Judy Bollinger have achieved over the past four years
is remarkable in itself. It has made a real impact in this country
and has created a stir among opera professionals in a wider
Europe. Their generosity has provided performance opportunities
for many talented young artists, and the forthcoming CD recording
of last year’s Maconchy double-bill will form a souvenir of that.

This year’s production of Pelléas et Mélisande brings to a close our
four-year cycle of annual full-scale opera productions in London.
Our goal of encouraging new talent at all levels in the production
of opera lives on in the form of INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support.
Created two years ago, this broad initiative of fellowships and
scholarships is currently supporting more than 20 artists at various
stages of their careers. We are immensely proud of this extended
Independent Opera family and look forward to watching their
careers flourish.

Their other enduring legacy will be the extensive programme of
scholarships and fellowships that will help to sustain and
develop young artists at the formative time of their careers.
In today’s competitive market place, that is more than ever
valuable, and I thank them for it.

We hope you enjoy this evening’s performance.

Nicholas Payne
Director of Opera Europa

Honorary Patron 2008
Simon Keenlyside

Anna Gustafson
Director of Operations
& Chief Executive, Artist Support
Independent Opera at Sadler’s Wells
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This production of Pelléas et Mélisande is the fulfilment of
a long-nurtured dream to stage this opera in an intimate space.
On a wider scale, Stephen McNeff’s re-orchestration for 35
players, published by Peters Edition, opens up new possibilities
for small and mid-size companies that previously would not have
had access to this masterpiece.

Médécin Vojtěch Šafařík (18, 22 Nov), Vuyani Mlinde (20 Nov)

Producing and rehearsing Pelléas et Mélisande has been a joy
because it is a work that musicians hold in profound affection and
the artists involved have sensed the rare opportunity it offers.

Director of Operations & Chief Executive, Artist Support Anna Gustafson
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Sooner or later, most singers
fortunate enough to find
themselves at the pinnacle
of their profession show an
interest in the next generation
of singers. Those at the top
know that a successful career
involves hard graft as well as
liberal dollops of good luck.
However, careful nurturing,
coaching and showcasing is not
luck, and it is by these methods
that INDEPENDENT OPERA gives
young talent the best chance
of snatching good fortune. I am
delighted to be associated with
Independent Opera’s production
of Pelléas et Mélisande, an opera
that continues to fascinate me.

Complementing our behind-the-scenes support in the operatic
field, this new chapter in our existence opens with the release by
Chandos in early 2009 of a studio recording of our 2007 production,
Elizabeth Maconchy’s The Sofa and The Departure.

Pelléas et Mélisande

Sad
ler ’s Wells

Simon Keenlyside
Honorary Patron 2008

Alessandro Talevi
Artistic Director 2008
Independent Opera at Sadler’s Wells

There will be a 20-minute interval between Act III and Act IV
The first performance of Pelléas et Mélisande was given at
Opéra-Comique in Paris on 30 April 1902
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Synopsis

ACT I

ACT II

ACT III

Scene 1 A fountain in the park Pelléas takes Mélisande

Scene 1 One of the castle towers Mélisande stands by her

When she tries to flee, he grabs her by the hair and drags her

to the “Fountain of the Blind”, an old well in the castle

window, singing while she arranges her hair. Pelléas appears

across the room. Arkel is dismayed: “If I were God, I would

park. Mélisande leans over into the water and her long hair

on the path below. He tells her to lean down and give him

have pity on the hearts of men.”

tumbles in. While Pelléas asks her about her first encounter

her hand. He is leaving the next day. She leans out, and her

with Golaud, which was also by a fountain, she plays with

hair tumbles down and envelopes him. He ecstatically

Scene 3 A fountain in the park Yniold is trying to retrieve

of the other world than to the smallest secret of those eyes!”

her wedding ring. Against Pelléas’s advice, she throws it

winds it around himself and the branches of a willow tree.

his golden ball from underneath a large stone, which he

Scene 1 A forest Golaud, grandson of Arkel, King of

higher and higher, and it drops into the well, just as the

Mélisande senses Golaud nearby; he steps out from the

complains, is “heavier than the whole world”. A herd of

Allemonde, has lost his way while out hunting. At the

clock strikes midday. Mélisande is horrified, not knowing

shadows and chides them for their childish behaviour.

sheep passes by. Suddenly, they fall silent. Yniold asks the

edge of a spring, he happens upon a young woman who

what to tell Golaud. “The truth,” says Pelléas, “the truth.”

is weeping. She evades all his questions with mysterious

shepherd, why they are silent. “Because this is not the way
Scene 2 The castle vaults Golaud leads Pelléas down into the

to their stable,” he replies.

half-answers. When Golaud notices her crown in the water

Scene 2 A room in the castle From his bed, an injured

vaults and asks him if he can smell the scent of death rising

and offers to retrieve it, she flies into a blind panic and

Golaud tells Mélisande what happened just as the clock

up from the darkness. Pelléas feels suffocated, and they exit.

threatens to throw herself into the water in its place. The

struck midday: he was hunting in the forest when his horse

girl eventually gives him her name: Mélisande. Golaud is

suddenly bolted and ran into a tree, throwing him off and

Scene 3 A terrace at the entrance to the vaults Golaud warns

responds, “I love you too.” Throughout Pelléas’s

enchanted by her beauty and persuades her to leave with

crushing him. He refuses the comfort Mélisande offers him,

Pelléas against repetitions of incidents like that of the day

impassioned declaration, she is nervous and hesitant. The

him. She asks him where they are going. “I don’t know,”

assuring her he only needs to sleep. She begins to weep and

before; he has noticed something between Pelléas and his

great castle doors swing shut. Clasping each other in an

replies Golaud. “I am lost as well.”

admits that she feels unhappy in the gloomy castle. Golaud

wife. Mélisande is expecting a child and has to avoid any

embrace, they realise that Golaud has been watching them.

tries to reassure her, gently mocking her childlike desire to

sort of stress; Pelléas is to avoid her as much as possible

Pelléas urges Mélisande to flee; she refuses, and as Golaud

Scene 2 A room in the castle Geneviève, Golaud’s mother,

see the sun. He notices she is not wearing the wedding ring

without appearing unfriendly.

rushes forward and kills Pelléas, the lovers lock in a final

is reading out a letter to Arkel, her aged father-in-law. The

he gave her. She stutters that she thinks she lost it down

letter was written by Golaud to his half-brother Pelléas,

in a cave at the beach, and had to run away before the sea

Scene 4 In front of the castle Golaud sits under Mélisande’s

and tells how he met and subsequently married Mélisande.

came in. Golaud is furious, and dispatches her into the

window with Yniold, his son by his first wife, and interrogates

Golaud would like to bring Mélisande back with him to live

night, telling her go with Pelléas to find the ring: “I would

him about Pelléas and Mélisande. The vague answers only

in the family castle, but is afraid of what Arkel may think

rather have you lose everything than lose that ring, you don’t

heighten his suspicions. A light goes on in Mélisande’s room

A room in the castle Arkel, Golaud and a doctor are gathered

of the union. If the family will accept her, then Pelléas is

know from whence it came!”

and Golaud lifts the boy up to look through the window,

around Mélisande’s bed. The doctor reassures Golaud that the

telling him to describe what he sees. Yniold tells him

small wound he inflicted is not the cause of her weak state.

to light a lantern in the castle tower on the third day after

Scene 4 A fountain in the park Pelléas bids goodbye to
Mélisande and tell her that he loves her; she quickly

embrace. Mélisande is dragged off by Golaud.
ACT V

receiving the letter; Golaud will see it from his ship in the

Scene 3 Outside a cave Pelléas has brought Mélisande to

that Pelléas is sitting with Mélisande and they are both

Golaud bitterly repents what he has done. When Mélisande

harbour. If the lantern is not lit, he will sail away, never

the cave by the sea where she told Golaud she’d lost his ring,

motionless, staring at the light. The boy, suddenly overcome

regains consciousness, he asks to be left alone with her.

to return. Arkel tells Geneviève that they must accept his

so she can describe it properly if he asks her. All at once

by fear, has to be let down by the furious Golaud, who

He asks forgiveness and demands she admit she had been

decision: after Golaud’s first wife died, Arkel had hoped he

the clouds part and the cave glitters in the moonlight. Three

drags him away.

unfaithful to him with Pelléas. Golaud is again frustrated by

would marry into another powerful family. Nevertheless,

paupers are revealed, asleep in the cave. Mélisande and

Arkel bows to fate: “We only ever see the underside of

Pelléas leave, distinctly uneasy about what they have seen.

Destiny, and that too of our own destiny.” Pelléas enters,

her elliptical answers: “I do not understand each thing I say,
INTERVAL (20 minutes)

and tells Arkel he would like to travel to see a friend on
ACT IV

father is seriously ill within the castle walls. Geneviève

what I know… I say no longer what I would…”
her death. Mélisande is shown her little premature baby.
The castle servant women inexplicably enter the room,

instructs Pelléas to light the lamp as a signal to Golaud.
Scene 3 In front of the castle Mélisande tells Geneviève that

Scene 1 A room in the castle Pelléas tells Mélisande that as

and at the moment of Mélisande’s death, they drop to

his father is now better, he is to leave. He asks to have one

their knees. She dies, mutely, leaving Golaud racked with

last meeting that evening, by the well in the park.

despair. Arkel tries to comfort him, saying that Fate alone

she finds the park and castle gloomy and Geneviève does her

decides everything on earth; Mélisande’s child will take her

best to comfort her. Pelléas joins them, and together they

Scene 2 A room in the castle Arkel is happy that Pelléas’s

gaze at the sea, shrouded in darkness and mist. They see the

father has recovered, and tells Mélisande that she will be

ship that brought Mélisande leave the harbour as night falls,

the cornerstone of the new era of light and love within the

though a storm is gathering. Geneviève tells Pelléas to escort

old castle. Golaud storms in, agitated, and announces that

Mélisande back to the castle. Pelléas tells Mélisande he is to
leave the following day. Crestfallen, she wants to know why.

do you see… I do not know what I have said… I do not know
Arkel re-enters and accuses Golaud of driving Mélisande to

his deathbed. This is not permitted because Pelléas’s own
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telling her to shut her wide eyes: “I am nearer to the secrets

Ingrid Perruche and Thorbjørn Gulbrandsøy in rehearsal

place on earth. “It’s now the turn of the poor little one.”
Alessandro Talevi

Pelléas will leave that evening. He demands to see his sword.

The performance begins at 7pm and ends at approximately 9.50pm.

When Mélisande gives it to him, he bursts into a fit of rage,

There is a 20-minute interval between Act III and Act IV.
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“F

irst of all, ladies and gentlemen, you must

the abandoned Rodrigue et Chimène project,

forget that you are singers.” Debussy’s

“demands a type of music I can no longer write.”

advice to the cast rehearsing the original

He chose to avoid not only the arias, duets and

production of Pelléas et Mélisande accurately

other set-pieces already rejected by Wagner but

reflected his approach to writing the opera.

also, he hoped, Wagnerism itself.

While not forgetting that he was a composer – he

The fact that he was less than completely

obviously could not agree with the poet

successful in excluding operatic precedent is

Stephane Mallarmé’s opinion that any music

scarcely a matter for regret. Take the key scene,

added to Maeterlinck’s play would be worse than

Act IV, Scene 4, where Pelléas and Mélisande

superfluous – Debussy did try to forget that he

meet for the last time in the park outside the

was an opera composer. He tried, that is, to

castle. Nothing could be less operatic than their

forget what the audience of the day expected

confession of love: “Je t’aime,” declares Pelléas

from opera, which, as he knew from his work on

on a minimal melodic inflection and in complete

Back to basics

Debussy, Pelléas and the unavoidable legacy of Wagner

Reactions to Pelléas et Mélisande
“ Rhythm, melody, tonality, these are three things
unknown to Monsieur Debussy and deliberately
disdained by him. His music is vague, floating,
without colour and without shape, without
movement and without life…”
Arthur Pougin, Le Ménestrel, Paris, 4 May 1902
“ Simply felt and expressed human feelings and
human suffering in human terms, despite the
outward appearance the characters give of
living in a mysterious dream.”
Composer Vincent d’Indy, 1902
Jean Périe, the first Pelléas

one reason why, in addition to the play’s
once described as the ideal material for an

The public dress rehearsal of Pelléas et Mélisande at the Opéra-

orchestral silence; “Je t’aime aussi,” Mélisande

opera, he chose to fashion a libretto from it.

Comique on 28 April 1902 must have been a painful experience

replies on an unaccompanied monotone. But

Paradoxical that might be, but the fact is that

for Debussy. He had waited seven years to see his opera staged

then, after a pause, and over expressive melody

while he could resist Die Meistersinger and the

and had been working with the company nearly every day since

on horn, flute and solo cello in radiant F sharp

Ring cycle, Tristan und Isolde and Parsifal

the middle of January. Perhaps the worst moment was the reaction

major harmonies, Pelléas all but bursts into song

(which he saw in Bayreuth in 1888 and 1889

to Mélisande’s confession to Golaud, “Je ne suis pas heureuse ici”

with the poetic observation “On dirait que ta voix

respectively) made an impression too profound

(I am not happy here) in Act II, Scene 2: “Nous non plus!”

a passé sur la mer au printemps!” If he is not

to leave him unaffected.

(Nor are we!) was the reply from the audience. As well as that, the

“singing” at this point, he surely is a little later

Claude Debussy on the day after the first performance of Pelléas et Mélisande
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First performance

uncanny correspondence to what he had

audience was irritated by Yniold’s constant appeals to his “petit

when the instrumental melody reappears

Although he claimed to know Tristan und Isolde

père” in Act III, Scene 4 and disturbed by Golaud’s bullying of the

fortissimo in the strings and he enters at the top

by heart – and proved it one day by playing it

little boy into spying on Pelléas and Mélisande in the same scene.

of his range with an ecstatic “Je l’ai trouvée.”

through from start to finish – it is perhaps less in

By the fourth act, however, the signs were more favourable and the

evidence here than Parsifal. Even so, the Tristan

fifth went particularly well.

This was the first scene Debussy wrote when he

love scene is a significant presence in another

started on the work in 1893 and, although he

nocturnal erotic encounter, Act III, Scene 1,

Although the censor had insisted on a small cut in that scene with

revised it several times and was able to exorcise

where Mélisande lets down her hair from her

Golaud and Yniold, Debussy could be happy with the success of

from it what he called “the ghost of old Klingsor,

room in the tower to Pelléas standing enraptured

the official first night two days later. Messager departed for London

alias R. Wagner”, the echoes of Massenet,

below. Several of the numerous echoes of

after conducting only the first three nights but, thanks not least

happily, remain.

Parsifal occur in the orchestral interludes,

to Mary Garden’s magical Mélisande, the box office registered

particularly in the extensions Debussy was called

a profit on most of the initial run of 14 performances – all of

Around this time, Debussy had been planning to

upon to make, under pressure, during the

which were conscientiously attended by Ravel and like-minded

write an article on “The uselessness of

rehearsal period (and which are omitted in this

progressive companions eager to outnumber those who jeered

Wagnerism” and was very conscious of the

version). There are others, however, not least in

at the work and could find “no music” in it. Saint-Saëns, who

dangers of succumbing, like so many of his

the musical characterisation of Golaud, whose

represented an older generation, cancelled his holiday so that he

French contemporaries, to “old Klingsor’s”

motif is not unlike that of Parsifal himself,

could stay in Paris and boo Debussy’s opera. But neither he nor

influence. And yet the score of Pelléas et

and whose brutal treatment of Mélisande in

those of a similar opinion could prevent a revival of Pelléas in

Mélisande is abundant in examples of it. Indeed,

Act IV, Scene 2 recalls Klingsor’s tormenting of

October nor, indeed, its presentation in nearly every season at the

Maeterlinck’s play has several close parallels

Kundry. Arkel is related by his harmonic

Opéra-Comique from 1902 to 1914, by which time it had achieved

with Tristan und Isolde – which might be

language and the orchestral

more than 100 performances. Gerald Larner © 2008

f

continued overleaf
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colours that go with it to Parsifal’s veteran

want it to dominate. I don’t want it to be

knight, Gurnemanz.

subordinate to something else. It’s too humble.
There isn’t enough music for me. There are very

Another paradox associated with Debussy’s

fine harmonies, very good orchestral effects…

attitude to Wagner is his use of leitmotifs. On

But as far as I am concerned it is no more than

the one hand, he condemned the Wagnerian

Maeterlinck’s play alone, without music.”

leitmotif as a “visiting card” presented

Adapting Pelléas et Mélisande
for chamber orchestra
Stephen McNeff
When Dominic Wheeler approached

wind solos, but he creates a

normal opera house. An average string

automatically on entry; on the other hand, he

While Strauss’s reaction is for the most part

me on behalf of Independent Opera

constantly mobile soundworld by

section for Pelléas is normally about

made extensive use of the leitmotif himself.

understandable, his assertion that there are “no

to make a chamber orchestra version

layering and doubling, adding and

50, but in terms of sheer volume, we

According to one estimate there are as many as

musical phrases” is just wrong. Debussy’s score is

of Pelléas et Mélisande, I was as

taking away, a little more weight

would not need such large numbers

13 leitmotifs in Pelléas et Mélisande, although

seething with them – not as song (except in

daunted as any sane person would

here and reducing it again. There

to produce a full rich sound. When

for the listener, as distinct from the analyst,

Mélisande’s folk style “Mes longs cheveux”) or as

be. I had previously made reductions

are few places where the entire

a string section plays together, the

there are no more than three of vital importance.

aria, still less as dance. Musical phrases are to be

of works such as Bernstein’s West

orchestra plays, and though it would

ear seems to hear what it wants to

Two of them are introduced in the orchestral

found in the detail of nearly every bar in the

Side Story and Weill’s Threepenny

not be right to think of the Pelléas

hear. With judicious reallocation of

prelude – Golaud’s ominous theme on woodwind,

orchestra or in a vocal line which, neither

which appears already in the fifth bar, after

recitative nor heightened speech, finds the

Opera and was something of an expert

score as chamber music exactly,

the string parts and by rescoring as a

lower strings briefly set the medieval scene, and

melodic implications of the natural pitch

in getting the most out of small pit

Debussy’s approach is a lot closer to

modern composer might for a smaller

Mélisande’s expressive melody on oboe shortly

inflections and rhythms of Maeterlinck’s poetic

bands. Dominic had witnessed this

the delicate nuances of that medium

orchestra, I hope I was able to largely

after (it has been calculated that Golaud’s theme

prose. Strauss might not have liked it but it is a

when he conducted my opera Gentle

than it is to, say, Wagner where the

retain what Debussy wanted and stay

makes 59 appearances during the course of the

rare case of true equality between word and music.

Giant, commissioned by the Royal

orchestra is used as a much more

true to his intentions.

Opera House for small spaces at

offensive weapon. This doesn’t mean

Covent Garden. However, this was

that Debussy never used the entire

I have been fortunate to have spent

different: Bernstein and Weill have

orchestra, but I realised that the

time close to an orchestra in my three

a robust quality that makes them

original third and auxiliary woodwind

years as composer in residence with

arranger-proof, but in Debussy every

and heavy brass could be adequately

the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.

nuance matters, every note is exactly

covered by smaller sections. A bigger

My familiarity with orchestral sounds

placed, and the sound is unique and

challenge was to reproduce Debussy’s

has allowed me to adopt the guiding

instantly recognisable.

highly individual string sound with a

principle of thinking myself into

reduced number of players.

Debussy’s position, imagining how

opera and Mélisande’s 74!). The other, which is
as languid as Golaud’s motif is muscular, is

Debussy did not achieve this unaided. We know

heard on flute as Pelléas makes his first entry in

that he studied Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov,

the Act I, Scene 2.

which was written with similar ideals in mind
and echoes of which are a fairly regular feature

Debussy was careful, however, to draw a

in Pelléas et Mélisande, not least in the role of

distinction between his use of leitmotifs and

Yniold. But Mussorgsky would never have told

Wagner’s. Wagner uses them, he said, “to make

his Boris or Dmitri to forget they were singers.

symphonic music in the theatre” with the result

Debussy was going back here to the first

that the words and the dramatic action are

principles of opera – as the arch-Wagnerite

subservient to thematic development. If the

Vincent d’Indy so perceptively and so surprisingly

drama does not require development he avoids

acknowledged when he declared, “Debussy is

it: “Notice that the motif which accompanies

studying scores and recordings, I

A number of things helped, beginning

had an orchestra of 35. If this score

saw that there was a way to preserve

with the fact that the chamber

is a success, however, it is of course

our Monteverdi!”

the sound of the original. Firstly,

orchestra adaptation was intended

entirely due to Debussy. I simply did

while some companies have made

for a space that’s smaller than a

what I think he might have done.

Gerald Larner © 2008

successful adaptations of operas

Mélisande is never altered,” he wrote. “It comes
back in the fifth act unchanged in every respect,

he would have scored it if he had

After seeing the opera again, and

because in fact Mélisande always remains the

by taking a completely different

same and dies without anyone – only old Arkel,

approach, we agreed that this was not

perhaps? – ever having understood her.”

right for Pelléas. Secondly, I realised

Stephen McNeff

The first page of Debussy’s score of Pelléas et Mélisande

the orchestra I had at my disposal
It is this concern for absolute fidelity to the text

was not that small: 35 musicians

that distinguishes Pelléas et Mélisande from all

would be a luxury in many situations

but a few other operas in the repertoire. Richard

(a perfectly good number for Mozart,

Strauss clearly understood much of the essence

for instance).

of Debussy’s art when he saw the opera in Paris

6

in 1906 and just as clearly disapproved of it. “Is

As I studied the score, I was struck

that all there is?” he asked his companion after

by Debussy’s special way of handling

the first act. “There’s nothing … no musical

the strings and by the rich and subtle

phrases, no development. But I’m a musician

sound he achieves through his scoring

above all. From the moment music is in a work I

for woodwinds. There are prominent
7

I

ndependent Opera’s production of

little that is concrete about her, but there is a

the opera that Golaud is not that much in love

thinking out the family tree. For me, it is this:

Pelléas et Mélisande sets out to bring into

stream of consciousness style in that period, in

with Mélisande, especially in the scene where he

Arkel had two sons, Golaud’s father and Pelléas’s

sharp focus the nebulous, gauzy, dreamlike

other operas that were being written: Bartók’s

is describing how he has been hurt in the hunt.

father; Geneviève came to the castle in very

atmosphere of Maurice Maeterlinck’s words

Bluebeard’s Castle and Dukas’s Ariane et

He says, ‘Don’t worry, I’ll sleep like a baby.’

much the same way as Mélisande; she married

and Claude Debussy’s music by abandoning

Barbe-bleu. In Maeterlinck’s play and Debussy’s

He is completely unaware that she is unhappy.

Golaud’s father and I suspect she had an affair

the medieval setting in a fairy-tale castle, the

opera there is a suggestion that Mélisande has

Only when she starts crying does he say, ‘What’s

with Pelléas’s father – there must have been

hub of the mythical kingdom – Maeterlinck’s

escaped from somewhere – one of Bluebeard’s

wrong?’ but even then he’s not particularly good

some kind of Brüderstreit (brotherly quarrel) –

invention – of Allemonde. Recent productions

wives in Barbe-bleu, which is also based on

at establishing exactly what is troubling her. He

regularised after the death of Golaud’s father.

have updated the action to the present day,

a Maeterlinck text, is called Mélisande. There

is very unsettled by the way she has changed the

Pelléas was likely to have been well nurtured as a

sacrificing much of the opera’s unique mystique,

is also a sense that the castle in Pelléas et

whole family dynamic. There are cryptic clues

child, but with Golaud there is definite suggestion

but Independent Opera’s director Alessandro

Mélisande, as in Barbe-bleu and Bluebeard,

that make one wonder if he is actually more in

of a loveless childhood. When Mélisande

Talevi has opted to place the action close to the

embodies in some way the psyche of the

love with his half-brother than with his wife.”

arrives it’s a kind of cyclical re-enactment of

time of the composition, the final decade of the

characters. The idea of a sentient building runs

19th century, and the first performance, at the

through many of these works. Debussy also

Talevi makes the character psychology sound

actor-singers need to have an idea of where the

Opéra-Comique in Paris, in 1902.

started work on a setting of Edgar Allan Poe’s

quite Freudian, so it is no surprise that he

characters have come from. The last thing I want

views Debussy’s opera as a family tragedy in

is singers floating about being vague and obtuse.”

A Freudian fairy-tale
Director Alessandro Talevi talks to Hugh Canning about his vision of Pelléas
“The psychology of the characters and the

The Fall of the House of Usher in which what is

dynamics of their interaction all make sense

subconscious in Pelléas becomes overt.”

within the framework of the Victorian family: the
very specific role that women play in the family,

Metaphor and symbolism play a crucial role in

the way they are expected to behave,” says Talevi.

Maeterlinck’s play – for which he was derided

“The tragedy of Mélisande is that she doesn’t fit

by critics at its premiere in 1893 – but modern

into the standard categories. The opera reminds

productions have sought to penetrate the

me of films such as The French Lieutenant’s

sometimes arcane and contradictory text by

Woman – if women didn’t conform to expected

bringing the characters into sharper relief.

social norms, they were treated as outcasts.
“There is so much symbolism in this opera,
“Mélisande’s story is that she comes from a

but I feel that the secret of communicating it

subliminal world. She enters this house and

to an audience is to look through the symbols

Golaud does not really know what to make

at the personal relationships. Ordinary people

of her, but at the same time she exerts an

interacting with their loved ones very often can’t

incredible influence over people because she has

express their emotions in a particularly lucid

a connection with a power greater than herself.”

way. You can notice Golaud’s jealousy in the

what happened in the previous generation. The

the tradition of Greek drama and the plays
of Ibsen and Strindberg. Even before the

Mélisande is the first of a series of challenging

mysterious appearance of Mélisande as an

operatic portraits of women during the first

interloper, the family is already fractured by

decade of the 20th century; women such as

the deaths of Golaud’s father and his first wife.

Jenůfa and her infanticidal stepmother and

The relationships are complicated by second

Strauss’s necrophiliac Salome or matricidal

marriages, as in Janáček’s Jenůfa, which had its

Elektra challenge society’s convention. To some

first performance only two years after Pelléas.

extent, these characters reflected the changing
status of women in society. They violated the

“In both operas daughters atone for the sins of

accepted norms of female behaviour, as did the

their fathers. If you set Pelléas in the context

suffragettes of the period by demanding female

of a late Victorian high-bourgeois family, you

emancipation and the vote.

maintain a sense of the respectable on the
surface, but deep down there are skeletons in

“Golaud does not know how to handle

the cupboard. I have had to be quite lucid in

Mélisande’s strange power,

Ingrid Perruche as Mélisande

f

continued overleaf

Maggie Teyte in Pelléas, Opéra-Comique, 1908

many phrases that seem vague. Golaud is the
Mélisande seems related to the fairy-tale figures

embodiment of the unchanging family. When

of Ondine, Melusine and Rusalka in Dvořák’s

Mélisande arrives and starts pulling at the fabric

opera, not-quite-human, feral figures who take

of his world, he finds it profoundly disturbing.

possession of a man’s soul. Mystery surrounds
her origins. When we meet her, she is alone in

“Golaud has a particular relationship with

the forest, weeping, and she claims to have lost

his brother. Mélisande brings Pelléas out of

a crown. We do not know much about her.

the infantilized box in which he has been
metaphorically imprisoned by Golaud. That seems

8

“There are all sorts of little clues, especially

to worry him more than Mélisande’s supposed

in the first scene,” says Talevi. “There is

infidelity. One has the feeling from the outset of
9

claustrophobic locations, self-inflicted prisons,

personal experience: he always said he identified

reflecting the isolation of the characters, so

with Golaud when he saw his lover in the arms

much so that one is hardly aware of the world

of another man. That is clearly built into the

outside the confines of the castles.

piece. This was also the time when Freud was
doing his research into women, hysteria and

“That is exactly what I am trying to achieve

dreams. The idea is that women are closer to the

with this production. There is a suggestion of

divine centre than men, but also that they are

the outside world – they mention the famine

dangerous: for example, the dancer Maud Allan

ravaging the countryside. There are only two

may have brought down the British government

occasions in which the outside world does

in 1916. Such women were characterized as

physically impinge: the three paupers in

‘enchantresses’ who seduced prime ministers

the cave and at the end when the serving

and the crowned heads of Europe.”

women come in. The principals have ossified
in the castle. The dream world is very strong

The fatally seductive woman is an archetype

in this piece. There are strange, dream-like

throughout history from the dangerously

happenings, such as when Golaud says, ‘I fell

fascinating sorceresses of the Baroque era to

off my horse and the clock struck 12.’”

Berg’s Lulu. I ask Talevi if he sees Mélisande
as part of that tradition.

In collaboration with conductor Dominic
Wheeler and composer Stephen McNeff, who

“The scene by the well is particularly interesting.

has re-orchestrated Debussy’s score for 35

It’s the first time Pelléas and Mélisande are

instruments, Talevi has opted for the composer’s

alone together. Pelléas says, ‘My brother found

first thoughts with much shorter interludes than

you by a well,’ and she says, ‘Yes’ and he then

those expanded for the first production when

asks what happened. She replies, ‘He tried to

it became clear that the scene-shifters needed

kiss me, but I refused.’ It’s a blatant lie. But

more time to change the sets.

perhaps she is not deliberately manipulative.
It is almost as if the world she lives in is

“Today there is less reason to do the longer

something she really does not want to be a part

interludes, particularly because stage machinery

of. Of all the characters, she comes closest to

has moved on since Pelléas was first performed.

having a sense of the forces of destiny around

Originally opera houses had massive pieces of

her. She is not quite aware of the profundity

scenery and the Opéra-Comique had little in the

of what she says. She never seems happy with

way of backstage and wing space. I imagine it

the material world. Subconsciously, maybe, she

was a bit like Parsifal at Bayreuth for all those

would rather be a part of the spiritual world.

years. That was how Pelléas was always done,

There is something transcendental about her.”

so there was no option to revert to the original
score. Stephen McNeff’s re-orchestration of

The action of both Pelléas et Mélisande and

the interludes has shed a completely different

Bartók’s Bluebeard takes place in enclosed,

light on the piece, because the drama suddenly

Victorian hair jewellery was often given as a gift of love and remembrance

becomes tight with an incredible juxtaposition
of scenes. Because staging has become so
fluid and symbolic and lighting so advanced,
it is possible to do things very simply and not
realistically, and cut quickly from one scene to
the next. That is what we are doing. The short
interludes help to emphasize the individual
quality of those scenes.”

Stephen studied composition at the Royal Academy of Music and did post-graduate
research at Exeter University. He has worked extensively in opera and music theatre and
held residences at Contact Theatre in Manchester, the Banff Centre and Comus Music
Theatre in Canada. His music has won awards in Toronto and the Edinburgh Festival and
been widely recorded and broadcast. He is known for his operas Clockwork (based on the
novel by Philip Pullman) and Gentle Giant, commissioned by the Royal Opera House. He
was composer in residence for three seasons with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
for whom he wrote four major orchestral works, Heiligenstadt, Secret Destinations and
the Sinfonia (all premiered by Marin Alsop), and the choral work, Weathers, conducted
by David Hill. He won the British Composer Award for best stage work in 2007. Plans
include an opera based on Giles Foden’s novel The Last King of Scotland and a double
percussion concerto commissioned by the Borletti-Buitoni Trust for O Duo.

Stephen McNeff

Born in Dorset, Dominic studied at Clare College, Cambridge, the Royal College of Music
and the Liszt Academy in Budapest. For INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells he
conducted The Sofa/The Departure; for ENO, The Barber of Seville, Siegfried, Rhinegold,
War and Peace, The Capture of Troy and The Turk in Italy; for Opera North, L’elisir
d’amore and Don Giovanni; for Scottish Opera, Don Giovanni and Alceste (also at the
Opéra de Nice); for Opera New Zealand, Manon; for Holland Park, Tosca, Werther, La
bohème and Madam Butterfly; for Chelsea Opera Group, I Puritani, Giovanna d’Arco,
Cendrillon, Ermione and Lucrezia Borgia; for ETO, The Pearl Fishers, The Marriage of
Figaro, Fidelio and Macbeth; for CBTO, Faust; for the RAM, A Night at the Chinese
Opera and for Royal Opera House at the Linbury, Gentle Giant and Echo and Narcissus.
Recent work includes concerts with the City of London Sinfonia, the London Mozart
Players and the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, and Paradise Moscow for RAM.

Dominic Wheeler

Alessandro is Artistic Director 2008 for INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells. Born
in Johannesburg, he read Music and History of Art at the University of the Witwatersrand.
After completing an MA, he furthered his studies at the Royal Academy of Music as a
vocal accompanist. In 2007 he was awarded third prize at the finals of the European Opera
Directing Prize. For Independent Opera, he has directed The Sofa/The Departure, Orlando
and La scala di seta. Other productions include Partenope (Opéra Les Azuriales, France);
L’occasione fa il ladro/La Colombe (Guildhall School); Gräfin Mariza (Johannesburg);
Un Giorno di Regno (Pretoria); and La Princesse Jaune, Noye’s Fludde and La voix
humaine (London Oratory Theatre). Upcoming productions include La fedeltà premiata
(RAM) and La cambiale di matrimonio/The Marriage (Guildhall). He recently revived
Teatro la Fenice’s production of Ariadne auf Naxos in Bolzano and Lucca, and he returns to
Italy to revive Peter Grimes (conducted by Jeffrey Tate) at the Teatro San Carlo in Naples.

Alessandro Talevi

Madeleine trained in theatre design at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design.
Recent opera designs include Partenope for Opéra Les Azuriales, Cap Ferrat, France;
L’occasione fa il ladro/La Colombe for the Guildhall School; The Sofa/The Departure for
INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells; Orfeo ed Euridice for Theatre Augsburg,
Germany and La gazzetta and La Scala di Seta for the Rossini Festival in Wildbad,
Germany. Non-opera design work includes All about it (Big Fish Theatre) and Rhymes,
reasons and bombass beatz (Oval Theatre). She was a finalist in the European Opera
Directing Prize 2007 for her design concept for Rusalka. Plans for 2009 include costume
design for Peter Grimes at the San Carlo Opera House, Napoli and design for La fedeltà
premiata for the Royal Academy of Music.

Madeleine Boyd

Orchestrator

Artist Biographies

but we should not discount Maeterlinck’s

Conductor

Director

Set & Costume Designer

Hugh Canning © 2008
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Lighting Designer

Natalie Murray
Assistant Conductor &
Vocal Coach

Frédéric Bourreau
Arkel

Marie Elliott
Geneviève (22 Nov)
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Matthew gained a BA (Hons) in Lighting Design at Rose Bruford College. His opera
credits include INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells (The Sofa/The Departure),
ETO (House on the Moon, Tolomeo, Orfeo), RCM (Le nozze di Figaro), Classical
Opera Company (Così fan tutte), Bridewell (Ned Rorem shorts); Young Vic/ETO
(Tobias & the Angel) and Opéra Azuriales, France (Partenope). His theatre credits
include Edinburgh Festival (Only The Brave), Albany Theatre (What Does it Take?),
Gate Theatre (Mud), Trafalgar Studios (Lovely & Misfit), Hackney Empire (Ana in
Love), Bridewell (We’ll Gather Lilacs), BAC (Orpheus Descending) and Riverside
Studios (Four Knights in Knaresborough). He has created architectural and site-specific
projects for Kensington Palace (Dido, Queen of Carthage), The Shout/De La Warr
Pavilion (Sea Tongue) and Greenwich & Docklands Festival (Encounters). Plans include
Romeo and Juliet at Wilton’s Music Hall and La fedeltà premiata at the RAM.

Andrew studied at the Royal Academy of Music. Operatic roles include: Alidoro (La
cenerentola) for Glyndebourne and WNO; Count (Le nozze di Figaro) at the Beaune
Festival; Leporello (Don Giovanni) and Winterreise for Opera North; Argante (Rinaldo)
and Garibaldo (Rodelinda) for Göttingen Handel Festival; Purcell’s King Arthur and Publio
(La clemenza di Tito) for ENO; Larkens (La fanciulla del West) for the Royal Opera House
and Leone (Tamerlano) with Washington National Opera. Concert performances include
Haydn’s Nelson Mass with the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra; Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 9 in San Francisco; Mozart’s Requiem (Mostly Mozart, Barbican); Handel’s L’Allegro
with Les Arts Florissants (BBC Proms). Plans include Elijah for the Cleveland Symphony;
Handel’s Messiah with New York Philharmonic; Haydn’s The Seasons with Netherlands
Philharmonic; Nick Shadow (The Rake’s Progress) for Basel Chamber Orchestra; Zebul
(Jephtha) for Opera National du Rhin and Ismenor (Dardanus) with Emmanuelle Haïm.

Natalie studied at the Sydney Conservatorium, the Guildhall School and the National
Opera Studio. She is a professor at the Royal College of Music and opera coach to the Jette
Parker Young Artist Programme (ROH) and the National Opera Studio. She is also Artistic
Advisor and Vocal Consultant to INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells. Natalie
began her career on the music staff of Welsh National Opera and continues to work for
them as a guest artist. She has also worked for Glyndebourne Festival Opera, ETO, Savoy
Opera, Opera Holland Park and the BBC Cardiff Singer of the World. Natalie has studied
conducting with Jorma Panula and was a 2007 London Symphony Chorus Conducting
Scholar. She has assisted Rinaldo Alessandrini, Nicholas Kok, Peter Robinson and
James MacMillan, and has recently conducted Partenope (Opéra Les Azuriales, France),
20 Women Singing (WNO), the Contemporary Opera Showcase (NOS) and workshops of
Don Carlo and The Rake’s Progress (Royal National Theatre).

Norwegian baritone Thorbjørn Gulbrandsøy received his Opera Diploma from the Royal
Academy of Music, where he studied with Glenville Hargreaves and Ingrid Surgenor, and
sang the title role in Gianni Schicchi, Anthenor (Dardanus) and Night Watchman (A Night
at the Chinese Opera). In 2003 he won the Nordic Pentti Koskimies Lied Competition. He
recently made his BBC Proms debut in Grieg’s Four Psalms for Chorus and Baritone Solo
with the BBC Symphony Chorus. Thorbjørn made his debut at the Norwegian National
Opera as Dancairo in Carmen, and later sang the role of Dr Falke (Die Fledermaus) with the
Norwegian National Opera on tour. In 2008 he sang Dancairo (Carmen) in his home town
of Bergen and Pontifex 1 (St Matthew Passion) at the Glyndebourne Festival. He has also
sung the title role in Le nozze di Figaro and Masetto in Don Giovanni. Plans include Danilo
(The Merry Widow) in Savannah and a return to Glyndebourne to understudy the role of
Morales (Carmen). The present production is his London debut.

Born in Orléans, Frédéric studied at the Sorbonne before studying singing at the Paris
Conservatory. He studies with Malcolm King and John Tomlinson. At the Conservatory,
he sang Sprecher (Die Zauberflöte), Purcell’s Fairy Queen and Don Alfonso (Così fan
tutte). He made his Montpellier Opera debut in 2004 as Basilio (Il barbiere di Siviglia)
and for the same company he has appeared in Glanert’s Les trois enigmes and as Antonio
(Le nozze di Figaro). Other roles include Sarastro (Die Zauberflöte) for Avignon Opera,
later revived in Reims and Vichy; Commendatore (Don Giovanni) at Mons en Bareuil;
Pistola (Falstaff) in Limoges and Reims; Grenvil (La traviata) for Avignon Opera and
Toulon Opera; Commendatore at Théâtre de Saint Quentin en Yvelines; and Arkel
(Pelléas et Mélisande) for Tours and Montpellier. Plans include Truffaldino (Ariadne auf
Naxos), Ambroise (Mireille) in Tours and Simone (Gianni Schicchi) for Massy Opera.

Caryl studied law at SOAS in London before taking up a place at the Royal Academy of
Music, where she studied on the opera course with Noelle Barker and Audrey Hyland.
She was a finalist in the 2007 Kathleen Ferrier Awards and last year received an inaugural
HRH Prince of Wales scholarship for Advanced Study in Music. Other awards include the
W. Towyn Roberts scholarship (National Eisteddfod of Wales, 2005). She was a finalist in
the Welsh Singer’s Competition 2006. In 2007-8, Caryl made her Scottish Opera debut in
the title role of La cenerentola. Other roles include Flora (Jonathan Dove’s The Enchanted
Pig) for the Young Vic Theatre/The Opera Group; and Little Moon (A Night at the Chinese
Opera) and Female Chorus The Rape of Lucretia, both for RAO. Caryl has completed
her studies at the Cardiff International Academy of Voice, and recently sang Teti for Welsh
National Opera (Le nozze di Teti e di Peleo). Plans include Sifare cover (Mitridate) for WNO
and Varvara (Katya Kabanova) and cover Dorabella (Così fan tutte) for Scottish Opera.

Caryl Hughes

Born in Devon, Marie studied at the Guildhall School and on the Royal Academy of
Music Opera Course. In 2004 she was awarded the Erich Vietheer Memorial Award.
Opera roles include Mistress Quickly (Falstaff) with RAM; Florence Pike (Albert
Herring) with Almaviva Opera; Marcellina (Figaro) with Eastern Opera; Bradamante
(Alcina) and Olga (Eugene Onegin) for ETO (and for Opera By Definition); and
Angelina (Le cenerentola) for Stanley Hall Opera. She was the understudy for the
title role in Orlando for INDEPENDENT OPERA at Sadler’s Wells; Irene (Theodora)
and Geneviève (Pelléas et Mélisande) for Glyndebourne Touring Opera; and Eduige
(Rodelinda) and the title role in Giulio Cesare for Glyndebourne Festival Opera.
Oratorio performances include Messiah with Harry Christophers and The Sixteen.
Future engagements include Osmino (La fida ninfa) at Scuola Grande di S. Giovanni
Evangelista, Venice and at the Cadogan Hall with La Serenissima.

Vuyani began his training with Wilhelm Theunessen at the Free State Musicon, South Africa.
He has also studied at the Opera Queensland Young Artists’ Programme, the Royal College
of Music and the Benjamin Britten International Opera School. Roles include Sparafucile
(Rigoletto), Angelotti (Tosca) and Leporello (Don Giovanni) for Opera Queensland; Colline
(La bohème) for South African State Theatre; Commendatore (Don Giovanni) and Prince
Gremin (Eugene Onegin) for British Youth Opera; and Bartolo (Le nozze di Figaro) for
the RCM. Vuyani is a member of the Royal Opera House Jette Parker Young Artists
Programme and last season sang Second Armed Man (Die Zauberflöte), Zaretsky (Eugene
Onegin) and Cappadocian (Salome). This season he sings Jake Wallace (La fanciulla del
West), Tutor (Elektra), Count Ceprano (Rigoletto) and Tom (Un ballo in maschera). In
future seasons he will tour with John Eliot Gardiner and the LSO, return to Covent Garden
for a guest engagement and appear in two productions for Grange Park Opera.

Vuyani Mlinde

Andrew Foster-Williams
Golaud

Artist Biographies

Artist Biographies

Matthew Haskins

Thorbjørn Gulbrandsøy
Pelléas

Yniold

Médécin (20 Nov)
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Geneviève (18 & 20 Nov)

Ingrid Perruche
Mélisande

Vojtěch Šafařik
Médécin (18 & 22 Nov)

Born in Bordeaux, Julie studied art history and law before studying music at the
Guildhall School of Music & Drama, where she completed her Master in Music
Performance and took part in the opera course. She is currently studying with Rudolf
Piernay. She was a finalist in the Richard Tauber Prize in 2003 and won the Ministére
des Affaires Etrangères Prize in 2004 and the Wessex Glyndebourne Association Award
in 2006. Opera engagements have included Mercedes (Carmen) for GTO, Laura
(Iolanta) at the Royal Festival Hall, Speranza (Orféo) at the Opéra National de Lyon
and the title role in The Rape of Lucretia conducted by Peter Robinson in London. She
made her Glyndebourne Festival Opera debut and her Royal Albert Hall debut in the
role of Dama (Macbeth) in 2007. Plans include Mastrilla and Brambilla (La périchole)
at Lille Opera and L’Opéra de Nantes and Angers, and La Virtu (L’incoronazione di
Poppea) at L’Opéra National de Bordeaux.
After studying humanities and receiving a first prize in singing and chamber music in
Orléans, Ingrid attended the conservatoires in Lyon and Paris, where she studied with
Glenn Chambers. Among her operatic roles are Lucy (The Telephone), Bastienne (Bastien
et Bastienne), Larissa (Gilbert Amy’s Le premier cercle), Poppea (Agrippina), Mélisande
(Pelléas et Mélisande), Almiréna (Rinaldo) and La voix humaine. She has recently sung
Susanna (Le nozze di Figaro) in Caen; Agathe (Véronique) at the Châtelet; Zerlina
(Don Giovanni), Eurydice (Orphée) and Pamina (Die Zauberflöte) in Avignon and
Tours; Servilia (La clemenza di Tito) in Rouen and Cleopatra (Giulio Cesare) in Nancy.
Her concert performances include Mendelssohn’s Elias, Schumann’s Manfred and Lili
Boulanger’s Pie Jesu. She will soon appear in Rouen in the title role of Véronique, at
the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées for the revival of the Da Ponte trilogy, in Bordeaux at
Fortuna (L’incoronazione di Poppea) and at the Opéra de Lille as Iphise (Dardanus).
Born in the Czech Republic, Vojtěch graduated from Prague State Music Conservatory
before attending the Benjamin Britten International Opera School, where he studied with
Timothy Evans-Jones. BBIOS operatic roles included Forester (The Cunning Little Vixen),
Ottone (L’incoronazione di Poppea) and Mercurio (Atalanta); other roles include Leporello
(Don Giovanni) at the International Opera Studio, Komische Oper Berlin; Badger/Parson
(The Cunning Little Vixen) at Woodhouse; Father (The Jewel Box) for Bampton Classical
Opera and Masetto (Don Giovanni) in the Czech Republic. Recent concert engagements
include The Fairy Queen at the Festival Aix-en-Provence under William Christie, Brahms’s
Requiem, the title role in Handel’s Saul, Polyphemus (Acis and Galatea) and Bach’s
St John’s Passion. Plans include Guglielmo (Così fan tutte) for the National Theatre, Prague.
Vojtěch is a recipient of an INDEPENDENT OPERA Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (RCM),
a Samling Foundation Scholar and the second prize winner of the Clonter Opera Prize 2008.

Ingrid Perruche and Andrew Foster-Williams

Andrew Foster-Williams and Thorbjørn Gulbrandsøy
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Independent Opera’s fellowships include one each for
artistic directors and designers, along with 14 fellowships
for singing lessons / coaching sessions and one Sponsored
Artist Voice Fellowship. For individuals still in formal
training, Independent Opera provides one-year scholarships
at six of the UK’s major music colleges.

January 2009: 13–19 Purcell, Dido and
Aeneas (Aeneas), Manchester Camerata
& RNCM, Philip Smith
25 Britten, Peter Grimes, Teatro San
Carlo, Naples, Alessandro Talevi

“ There are so very few people

that help singers at the critical
moments at the start of a career
and what Independent Opera does
makes such a difference ”
Matthew Rose
Wigmore Hall / IO Voice Fellowship
16

May 2009: 23, 24, 26, 28, 30 May;
1 June Britten, Death in Venice (Voice of
Apollo), Opéra de Lyon, Christopher Ainslie
June 2009: 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17
Britten, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Bottom), Teatro alla Scala, Milan,
Matthew Rose
Summer 2009: Janáček, Katya Kabanova
(Varvara), Opera Holland Park,
Patricia Orr
Donizetti, L’elisir d’amore (Gianetta),
Glyndebourne Opera, Eliana Pretorian
Festival Chorus, Glyndebourne Opera,
Adrian Ward

pa

n

April 2009: 15-18, 20-22, 24, 25
‘After Dido’ (Belinda), Young Vic
Theatre, in association with ENO Young
Singers, Katherine Manley
23, 25 Mozart, Così fan tutte (Alfonso),
Clonter Opera Theatre, James Oldfield
29, 30 April; 2, 3 May Handel,
Ariodante, Cambridge Handel Opera
Group, Clara Mouriz

rtn

p atr o

March 2009: 2, 4, 7, 9 Haydn,
La fedeltà premiata, RAM, Madeleine
Boyd & Alessandro Talevi
21 Handel, Solomon, Solomon Choir &
Orchestra, St James Piccadilly,
Anna Devin
21, 23, 25, 26 Britten, Pheadra,
RSAMD, Louise Collett
On tour, March–June Verdi, Don Carlos
(Heavenly Voice), Opera North on Tour,
Rebecca Ryan

f ello

ws

L to R: Trustee Wilson Kerr, Trustee Annita Bennett, Patricia Orr, Philip Smith, Kirstin Sharpin, Clara Mouriz,
Founding Patron Judy Bollinger, Trustee Nigel Carrington
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Anna Gustafson
Chief Executive, Artist Support
Independent Opera at Sadler’s Wells
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We look forward to continuing our relationship with
Independent Opera alumni and watching their careers flourish.

February 2009: 26 February–8 March
Bizet, Carmen, Royal Albert Hall,
Benedict Nelson

ip

Independent Opera was pleased to announce its 2008/09
Fellowship and Scholarship awards on 21 June 2008
at Wigmore Hall, following our concert performance of
Handel’s Orlando.
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In addition, the WIGMORE HALL / INDEPENDENT
OPERA Voice Fellowship offers the selected singer a twoyear programme of mentoring by the Wigmore Hall, with
benefits to include singing lessons, coaching sessions and
accompaniment as well as valuable career guidance and
performance opportunities.

November 2008: 21, 24 Humperdinck,
Hänsel und Gretel, RAM, Meeta Raval
27 Vaughan Williams’ Symphony No. 3
with the Hallé Orchestra, Bridgewater
Hall, Manchester Nadine Livingston

INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support

Forthcoming performances
by IO Fellows and Scholars

ch

INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support

INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support is a broad effort
designed to support young professionals at every level in
the production of opera. The programme of awards is the
cornerstone of our long-term objective: to give those involved
in the staging and production of opera the support they
need at the outset of their careers.
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L to R: Anna Devin, Nadine Livingston, Hyung tae Kim, Meeta Raval, James Oldfield, Ben Johnson, Adrian Ward,
Founding Patron Judy Bollinger

INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support 2008/9:

Ongoing INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist Support recipients:

IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Clara Mouriz
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Eliana Pretorian
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Nathan Vale
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (Guildhall) Benedict Nelson
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (Guildhall) Adrian Ward
IO Vocal Scholarship at the Guildhall Anna Devin
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (NOS) Patricia Orr
IO Vocal Scholarship at the NOS Ben Johnson
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (RAM) Hyung tae Kim
IO Vocal Scholarship at the RAM Meeta Raval
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (RCM) Vojtěch Šafařik
IO Vocal Scholarship at the RCM James Oldfield
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (RNCM) Philip Smith
IO Vocal Scholarship at the RNCM Nadine Livingston
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship (RSAMD) Kirstin Sharpin
IO Vocal Scholarship at the RSAMD Louise Collett

IO Sponsored Artist Voice Fellowship &
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Christopher Ainslie
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Alinka Kozari
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Katherine Manley
IO Postgraduate Voice Fellowship Rebecca Ryan
IO Artistic Director’s Fellowship Alessandro Talevi
IO Designer’s Fellowship Madeleine Boyd
Wigmore Hall / IO Voice Fellowship Matthew Rose
For more information about INDEPENDENT OPERA Artist
Support, please visit www.independentopera.com
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